PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Bethel College, St. Paul, MN (BTH)
- Carleton College, Northfield, MN (CAR)
- Century College, White Bear Lake, MN (CTY)
- South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD (SDS)
- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (UMN)
- University of Wisconsin, River Falls (WRF)

Preliminary Rounds:

3 wins/0 losses
- SDS JN (Dani Johannesen - Renee Nason)
- SDS GF (Patrick Grode - Jason Frerichs)
- BTH MJ (Steven McMullen - Terilyn Johnston)

2 wins/1 loss
- UMN IR (Hafidz Ismael - Anthony Reel)
- UMN WD (Stu Whitson - Sean Drury)
- CAR LB (Jeremy Lyons - Trevor Burnham)
- SDS HR (Robert Haar - Aaron Rahlfs)
- BLC BL (Casey Barnes - Jon Larson)
- BLC LQ (Stacy Lilienthal - Julie Quist)
- CTY CS (Evan Cordes - Thomas Schally)
- UMN HM (Monica Heth - Lauren McKay)
1 win/ 2 losses

- UMN PL (Daryl Pinto - Miyoung Lee)
- UMN SB (Ho Sun Song - Brendan Behl)
- UMN SK (Dustin Sharstrom - Dan Kauppi)
- CAR WP (Aaron Weiner - Matt Peckhouse)
- BLC JB (Matt Johnson - Becky Bergemann)
- BLC BC (Matt Bindert - Vlad Cherevko)
- BLC PS (Kurt Paulsen - Tim Sheehan)

0 wins/ 3 losses

- UMN BW (David Bratt - Adam Wolff)
- UMN LN (Scott Lisbon - Deepak Neduvelil)

**Bronze Round**

- CAR LB (gov) def. UMN IR 1-0
- SDS HR (opp) def. BLC BL 1-0
- CTY CS (gov) def BLC LQ 1-0
- UMN WD (gov) def SDS GF 1-0

**Gold Round:**

- SDS HR (gov) def. UMN WD 1-0
- BTH MJ (gov) def. CTY CS 1-0
- SDS JN (opp) def. CAR LB 1-0
Bethel's Gold Award winners: Steven McMullen and Terilyn Johnston

South Dakota State's Gold Award winners: Aaron Rahlfs and Robert Haar

South Dakota State's Gold Award winners: Renee Nason and Dani Johannesen

Top speakers: (back) Steven McMullen, Stu Whitson, and Robert Haar (front) Terilyn Johnston and Dani Johannesen
Individual Speakers

- 1 Steven McMullen 86 Bethel College
- 2 Dani Johannesen 85 SD State University
- 2 Robert Haar 85 SD State University
- 4 Stu Whitson 84 University of MN
- 4 Terilyn Johnston 84 Bethel College
- 6 Anthony Reel 83 University of MN
- 7 Casey Barnes 83 Bethany Lutheran College
- 7 Patrick Grode 83 SD State University
- 9 Adam Wolff 82 University of MN
- 10 Jeremy Lyons 82 Carleton College
- 10 Daryl Pinto 82 University of MN
- 10 Stacy Lilienthal 82 Bethany Lutheran College
- 10 Evan Cordes 82 Century College
- 14 Trevor Burnham 82 Carleton College
- 14 Sean Drury 82 University of MN
- 16 Vlad Cherevko 81 Bethany Lutheran College
- 16 Julie Quist 81 Bethany Lutheran College
- 16 Renee Nason 81 SD State University
- 19 Aaron Rahlfs 80 SD State University
- 19 Deepak Neduvelil 80 University of MN

Topics

- ROUND 1: Interest in celebrities should be reigned in.
- ROUND 2: The House believes that free music is a right.
- ROUND 3: (Case Study) In this case, the doctors' decision is morally correct.

Case: Martha suffers from a severe form of dementia. Wracked with horrible dream-like visions and seizures, she is unable to communicate with the rest of the world. She stays in the fetal position most of the time and when she is conscious, she usually moans and sometimes screams. She can only be fed by a feeding tube implanted in her. Her family requests that she no longer receive food because her quality of life is so poor. The doctors have agreed.

- BRONZE: Mars is our next frontier.
- GOLD: This House would make the Super Bowl less super.